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Abstract (en)
[origin: CN111497888A] An automatic traction coupling with a connector, which includes a connector housing and an interlocking device with a
limited movement device. The interlocking device is designed as a rotary locking mechanism with a connecting lug and a center piece, wherein the
center piece surrounds the main axis can be rotated between the connection ready position, the connection position and the disengagementposition.
The connecting lug is connected to the center piece by the first end and has a free second end; the center piece has an opening, and the opening
is used to accommodate the second end of theconnecting lug of the opposite connector; the limiting device includes a punch and a lock rod; and
in the first position of the punch, the lock rod is locked in the stopping position, and in the second position, the lock lever is released from the stop
position. The automatic traction connector is characterized in that the stop position of the lock lever is positioned so that the lock lever movesto the
stop position before the center piece reaches the disengagement position of the center piece.
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